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Gujarat to set up 200 sq km firing range at Dholera SIR

Besides Indian Army and IAF, private defence players will also use the firing range The Gujarat
government is working on the Indian Army’s request, to set up a large 200-square kilometers of
multi-weapon firing range, at Dholera Smart City - about 100 kilometers from Ahmedabad.
Jai Prakash Shivahare, Managing Director of Dholera Industrial City Development Ltd (DICDL)
stated that the said firing range will be built at Dholera Special Investment Region (SIR) on a land
area of about 200 square kilometres (sq km). The range will primarily be used by Indian Army and
Indian Air Force, but will also be open for private players for testing their defence products.
"The Indian Army has been looking for a firing range. Also, we have received inquiries from defence
manufacturing players such as Baba Kalyani Group for the same. Based on their requirement for a
firing range with 25 kilometers length and five kilometers width, we have identified a land area in
Dholera SIR," Shivahare said here on the sidelines of the second Gujarat Aviation Conclave 2019
organised by Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) on Thursday.
He said that once the firing range is operational, it would help attract other defence manufacturing
investments in the Dholera region.
The project has received an in-principle approval from the concerned authorities including the state
government.
The identified land for the firing range includes government-owned land as well as some private
land too. "We will compensate the private owners for the acquisition of the land. The firing range will
be close to the coastline in the Gulf of Cambay,” he commented.
According to Shivahare, there are currently only a few firing ranges available in the country to test
the defence products. These include Devlali near Nashik in Maharashtra, Pokhran in Rajasthan,
Balasore in Odisha, Trichy in Tamil Nadu, Ichchapore in West Bengal among others for testing
various categories of weapons and ammunition.
Initially, the Government was considering two sites - Kutch and Dholera - for the firing range. But
eventually, the authorities had selected Dholera.
Source by https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/
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Today, the smart city has become a blind race across the world. The idea of becoming smart has
increased in India too. The Modi government plans to build 100 smart cities with a cost of Rs 7,000
crore. To be invested. But can the urban life of the country be made better and dignified by the use of
technology? Read the whole investigation.
What smart city would you like to live in? Where the effective urban system is always active in the
background and least burden on you? Factories automatically catch and fix malfunctions, keep a
watch on medical equipment and needs from a hospital remotely, and will the lights and heat in the
hotels change at your convenience?
DHOLERA SPECIAL INVESTMENT REGION (SIR) IMPORTANCE / HOW DHOLERA SIR WILL
BENEFICIAL TO THE NATION?
Dholera SIR is a major project which aims to make Dholera a global manufacturing hub supported
by world-class infrastructure. Dholera Smart city project is the first preference in India for
multinational companies and businesses. Today it is the prime location for real estate investment in
India.
With a total footprint of over 920 sq km, Dholera is the biggest of the eight industrial smart cities
being developed in the first phase of the $100 bn DMIC project. Infrastructure implementation in
Dholera SIR is taking place in a phased manner.... “Building Dholera from ground-up has been a
very challenging experience.
In Dholera SIR, Smart Traffic Management, Intelligent Transportation Management, Development
of Smart Applications for Government and making of Smart City Experience Centres are some of
the heads under which Tagbin operates.
Dholera Smart City Experience Center that describes the future of the smart city through a journey
of interactive zones using experiential technology. Dholera SIR is governed by the DMIC (DelhiMumbai Industrial Corridor). The real initial plan of DMIC is to set up around 100 smart cities all over
India for a better future.
Dholera is the First Smart and futuristic city in India. Dholera is the only location in Gujarat that is
announced as one of the fastest-growing cities in the world.

Source by https://www.dholerametrocity.com/how-dholera-sir-will-beneficial-to-the-nation.php
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It was very professional yet
very friendly feeling that I
have observed during our site
visit before making an
Investment. I am proud owner
of Plots in DMC 5002. I have
also being referring my family
and friends for this project as
this is a lifetime opportunity.
- Mr. Madan Lal, Jaipur

I was overwhelmed by the gesture
meet out to me during my site visit. It
was my second site visit and you
guys have responded all my queries
very satisfactorily. Each and very
concern was properly listened and
adequately responded. I feel blessed
to have Dholera metro city as my
investment destination. Above all the
staff was exceedingly courteous and
very knowledgeable.

More than the Investment the relation
with the operating team matters.
They are always ready to answer the
query no matter which dept. it belongs
to. Accounts, Sales, After sales,
IT etc. All are ready to assist.

-Mr. Dipak Bhatt, Kolkata

-Mr. Navalkumar Jain , Pune

I recently registered my plots
and the process was a calk walk. I my
special thanks to Venu for talking care
of the registration process from
beginning to the end. I would highly
encourage investment in DMC.
- Mr. Rajat Patel, Germany

Kuwait

I went on a site visit to see
the new property of metro city ,
Dholera Smart City and its my
favorite!, This will be a good
location to buy property in metro
city at Dholera Smart City
-Mr. Chandrakant Patel, Kuwait
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Dholera SIR Work Progress

Dholera Metro City Work Progress
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Dholera SIR Mega Projects

For more details please visit Govt of Gujarat official website www.gidb.org and www.dholerasir.com
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M/s. Dholera SIR Infra Development was incorporated with a objective to
create value for the customers by ensuring a sure but steady appreciation and
returns for our customers hard earned money. M/s. Dholera SIR Infra Development
is rapidly evolving to become a global provider of premier lifestyles.
Dholera SIR Infra Development is engaged into the business of developing marvels out of
the stone. Our objective is to ensure that each of our customers creates wealth by way
of value appreciation of his/her prized possession their own space at Dholera Metro City.
Dholera Metro City is an ideal destination for both end-users as well as investors looking
for owning their Plot near New International Airport at Dholera Special Investment
Region in Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor. Sometimes you need to change for the better.
And that is exactly why, after spending all our life in real estate, we decided to establish a
new distinctive organisation
with a fresh and futuristic approach to the real estate. Dholera SIR infra development simply means more ambitious projects, focused
management, next-generation construction quality, futuristic features and much more that exceed your expectations. Welcome to new-age
in real estate.
Welcome at Dholera Special Investment Region.
1. Dholera SIR Infra Development was incorporated in 2010.
2. DSID was conceived as a professional group to satisfy the needs of the discerning Residential/Industrial/Commercial Investment
customers interested in sure returns on their investments.
3. The company endeavors to provide value for money to its customers.
4. Moreover, as a commitment to its stakeholders, The DSID has incorporated best business practices through business ethics and
innovative solutions to achieve world class standards.
5. Dholera SIR Infra Development has a clear objective of to create value for money for their customers by ensuring a sure but steady
appreciation and returns for their customers hard earned money;
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Premier Club Members

We are Member of

S
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Amenities & Services @ Dholera Metro City

CORPORATE HOUSE - Plot No.-337, Sector-8, Gandhinagar, 382008,
Mobile - +91-9978952340, Email : info@dholerametrocity.com, Website - www.dholerametrocity.com

